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Abstract 
In order to analyze the  parameter  theory of buffer blasting and its protection of reservation boundary working 
slope. According to the parameter theory of conventional blasting , this paper summarizes theoretical analysis of 
buffer blasting about the aperture, the horizontal distance between the buffer blasthole and presplitting blastholeˈ
the row spacing between the buffer blasthole and presplitting blasthole and the orifice between the buffer blasthole 
and presplitting blasthole.Based on the  parameter theory of buffer blasting, calculation method of buffer blasting 
parameters can be obtained. 
© 2010 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
The stability of the reservation boundary working slope has become a urgent problem to be solved. presplit 
blasting technology has greatly improved protection of reservation boundary working slope and reduced damage of 
it[1], but there are some problems in the presplit blasting along using large hole pattern parameters, the production 
practice often appears excavation beyond the presplit slope.This paper summarizes the blast pattern parameters  of  
buffer blasting.  
2. Blasting parameters theory and the theoretical basis of buffer blasting 
A  Aperture 
Generally , aperture is based on the size of the drilling equipment of a open-pit. If the aperture smaller ,it will 
increase the cost and boulder yield is high near the presplit face,the effect of blasting is also bigger,so the 
appropriate aperture should be choose on the basis of simulation experiment . 
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B  The horizontal distance between the buffer blasthole and presplitting blasthole  
The horizontal distance between the buffer blasthole and presplitting blasthole is one of main parameters, from 
the view of protection, the parameter should choose according to crush circle of the hole ,further ,crush circle of the 
hole can be calculate by following formula[2]: 
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ȝ-poisson's ratio of rocks; 
M -rock dynamic angle of internal friction;
C The row spacing between the buffer blasthole and presplitting blasthole 
The row spacing between the buffer blasthole and presplitting blasthole is the key problem. In order to ensure the 
crushing effect of buffer blasthole, the row spacing between the buffer blasthole and presplitting blasthole should 
choose the data of the chassis resistance line of buffer blasting.There are four methods to obtain the data,they are 
separately according to the drilling security conditions, the calculation method of the volume, the height of steps and 
the hole diameter.In the four methods[3], according to the calculation method of the volume is suitable for this 
purpose,so the row spacing between the buffer hole and presplitting hole should choose the result of the chassis 
resistance line of buffer blasting: 
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d—blasthole diameter; 
Ƹ—charge density ,it is taken 1.13kg/dm3;
Ĳ—charge coefficient, Ĳ=L2/LǄif  H˘10m, Ĳ˙0.6˗if  H˙10̚15m, Ĳ˙0.5; 
when H=15̚20m, Ĳ˙0.4 or H˚20m,  Ĳ˙0.35; 
q—unit volume consumption of dynamite ˈkg/m3,q=0.49̚0.54kg/m3˗
m—coefficient of hole-spacing; m=a/w,generally, m˙0.8̚1.2, when the rock solid coefficient  is high , the block 
degree of explosion require small and the height of steps is smaller, it is taken m smaller, else taken m bigger; 
L—drilling depth,m; 
D  The orifice between the buffer hole and presplitting hole 
From the view of protection steps, the orifice between buffer hole and presplitting hole can not be more than 
blasting crater of single hole, otherwise the steps would be damaged. 
For different features of rock and different charge parameters,the blasting crater is different. The blasting crater 
of single hole can get from field test data. 
E  Hole distance 
if the bore hole compression coefficient is not more than 2, the hole distance should be adjusted according to the 
explosive consumption for hole by hole blasting;if the bore hole compression coefficient is more than 2,it should 
adjust all the parameters according to the previous method.
If  the bore hole compression coefficient is more than 2, it can get the hole distance according to formula as 
follow: 
bHq
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Q—explosive charge of per hole; 
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q—unit  volume  consumption of  dynamite; 
H—step height. 
F   The determination of super-deep of  buffer blasthole 
Super-deep of  blasthole can be determined on the basis of the formula h˙˄0.15̚0.35˅W1[4,5], if the rock is 
soft and joint development,it takes the minimum numerical,else it takes the maximum value. it can get super-deep of  
blasthole according 8-12 times of the aperture to determine the value of super-deep of  blasthole.it can get the super-
deep of buffer blasthole,it can take the value according to table 1,but the value in the table 1 is suitable to drilling 
hole of 140mm,if the drilling hole diameter is not 140mm,it should be multiply the correction coefficient d/140. 
Table 1     the vaule of super-deep of buffer blasthole

f of rock
H of step heigh˄m˅
1̚3 3̚6 6̚8 10̚20
10̚12 1.00 1.20 1.40  1.50 
G stemming length 
According to conventional blasting design,the stemming length should be taken 0.8̚1 of  toe  burden,it is always 
controlled  by the following formula:
2 10.75L Wt
3. Conclusion 
This paper researchs and obtains the blasting  parameters theory of  buffer blasting based on the conventional 
theory of blasting parameters, concrete calculation method of buffer blasting parameters is also given out and it has 
guiding significance to the field test of buffer blasting. 
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